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Are Wearables Fashion or IT?
Bridging the gap between fashion and IT, wearables are more widespread and popular
than ever. It seems as if everyone is buying into the trend, whether whether they’re wearing
fitness trackers or notification rings.
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With some predicting that the wearable technology market could reach $34 billion by 20201,
are wearables breaking out of the IT category and into the fashion market?
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What Are Wearables and
Where Did They Come From?
The widespread adoption of wearables, combining accessories with technology, is a
relatively new development. Their use has gained more and more flexibility as computer
components have reduced in size and increased in power.
Basic wearable technology arrived on the scene in the early 1990s, with projects such as
Reflection Technology’s Private Eye. Cumbersome and impractical, this early ancestor of
the Google Glass used a vibrating mirror to flicker a column of LEDs across the user’s eye,
creating a viewable screen.2
Wearables were slow to take off in their initial years, but since the early 2000s there has
been a massive expansion in the wearable tech industry. The launch of the Fitbit in 2009
and the Apple Watch in 2015 have been game-changers. While Google Glass is no longer
widely popular (partly due to its unfashionable design3), other wearables have seen their
success grow exponentially.
The key thing that the wearables industry has learnt in recent years is that the focus
can’t just been on making practical, technologically advanced software, as Google Glass
has shown. It has to be attractive as well.
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There is a Wide Range of Wearables
on Offer and They Appeal to Different
Markets
The variety of wearables available to the consumer has exploded over the past
decade, appealing to consumers of all age ranges and buying power. From badges
that can pay for products wirelessly to jewellery that gives users notifications,
wearables are in -- and both fashionable and practical.
Topshop’s range of wearables are specifically targeted at teenagers and include stickers,
phone cases, badges and keyrings4. The products contain bPay chips, a payment chip
that can be topped up with an app on the user’s phone. While these are ideal for the
teen market -- especially for younger users who may not have their own bank account -the design is less fitting for an older, more sophisticated audience.
Fitbit’s very basic initial design allowed other brands to piggyback on its popularity to
release their own, more attractive and more fashionable versions. And their success
was visible in the numbers of the flashier products that left the shelves.
When it comes to something designed to be used (and seen) daily, it is clear that there
are certain demographics for whom the look is at least equally important as the tech.
The success of Apple’s iPhone has demonstrated this in a similar market. Those with
money to spend increasingly spend it on status-rich, attractive technology.
Wearables companies are now targeting this resource-rich audience, and are breaking the
tech-marketing mould by targeting female buyers above males. Earlier wearables were
designed with a one-size-fits-all mentality, which too often translates to one-size-fits-men:
straps were too large for the average female wrist, screens were clunky and masculine
in design, and wearables aimed at women retained the same product dimensions.
The only difference was using colours like pink and adding glitter, which missed the
sophisticated desires of many female consumers.
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But the industry has learned its lesson. New wearables are more slimline and stylish, often
indistinguishable from ordinary jewellery. There has been a recent rise in notification
jewelry such as Altruis, the Ungaro ring, and Ringly. These pieces sync with the user’s
phone, vibrating to notify the wearer of calls, messages, emails and app notifications.
They are also able to handle transactions such as Mastercard payments.
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Other female-centric products have a wider range of gender-specific functions.
The Bellabeat Leaf fulfils the functions of a Fitbit -- tracking stats such as sleep and steps -but also tracks stress levels and menstrual cycles.

Fitbit has also come a long way since its first incarnation in 2009, with an increase in
function, sleeker lines, and a greater visual appeal. The company has made a conscious
decision to appeal to the fashion market, collaborating with jewellery designer Tory
Burch to create a fitness bracelet which has been worn by celebrities such as Christina
Applegate.
There has also been an expansion in clothing-based wearables, including Levi’s
Commuter X Jacquard jacket, designed for urban cyclists. Using conductive yarn in
the cuff, cyclists can take calls, navigate, and change music tracks. Whether wearable
tech clothing will be practical (and washable) in the long run remains to be seen.
Fossil’s smartwatch range reflects another aspect of fashion: the desire for variety.
The fashion label launched a range of 100 wearables in 20165 and while tech features
remained fairly consistent across the range (atypical for wearables, which usually
offer different features for each new release) their focus was on variety of form rather
than variety of function. By giving users a wider range of choice when it comes to
the appearance of their wearable, Fossil has truly embraced the fashionable side of
wearables.
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Fashion Tribes Within Wearables
Much like other areas of the tech world, there are casual users of wearable tech but there
are also ‘tribes’, recognising one another by the products they purchase and consume.
Long-running rivalries within these tribes include Android vs. Apple and PC vs. Mac.
A new addition to these tribes is the Fitbit wearer.

Fitbits are worn by around 23.2 million active users6 worldwide. Initially the preserve
of fitness fanatics alone, they are now seen as a status symbol, a representation that
the user cares -- and has the financial ability to care -- about their own wellbeing.
A modern day Mason’s handshake, Fitbit users recognise one another as part of the
same tribe, even though some users may be walking miles every day and some may
only reach 2000 steps.
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How Wearables Expanded into
the Fashion Market with the Help
of Celebrities
Celebrities are key to the fashion market with their choice of clothes, accessories, and
even perfume influencing consumer buying habits. Their enthusiasm for wearables has
no doubt contributed to the widespread adoption of wearable tech.
Different wearables send different messages about the user to the audience. Sporting
celebrities like Andy Murray, for example, tend to favour practical wearables with
features such as optical heart-rate monitors. Barack Obama commonly wears one of
two: on the green he favours the Game Golf, a chunky, golf-specific watch (tracking
game, golf swing and so on) and in general life he favours a more attractive and
general-purpose Fitbit Surge. With more social functions than fitness functions, Apple
Watches are also popular, with users ranging from Stephen Fry to Mila Kunis.
While they may have had humble, obscure beginnings and still retain their practical
applications, wearables are no longer the sole preserve of the tech-savvy. With a wider
range of choice allowing users to express themselves through the product choice they
make, wearables made their mark in the world of fashion and in this tech-reliant age
are unlikely to subside.

Found that interesting?
If you’re not already signed up to our newsletter, email marketing@thisisalpha.com
to receive lots more great articles that will help you on your journey to going global.
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